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“We tend to see the future as a continuation of the present. It 
never is. Today more than ever we can imagine a variety of good 
and bad futures. Here is a lively portraiture of some of them.”



Disruptive Innovation

“ Disruptive innovation points to situations in which 

new organizations can use relatively simple, 

convenient, low-cost innovations to create 

growth and triumph over powerful incumbents.”

Sustaining versus Disruptive Innovation



FACT:

Most people resent and are even afraid of 
Change and Transformation.

Most people like the status quo because the 
status quo implies stability and steadiness, 
which most people crave!

Here are some examples: (see next few slides)





“The telephone has too 

many shortcomings to be 

seriously considered as a 

means of communication.”
5

- Western Union Internal Memo, 1876



“There is no reason for any 

individuals to have a 

computer in their home.”
- Ken Olsen, President, Chairman and Founder of DEC, 1977
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Extrapolating the past…
1949 - “Where a calculator like the ENIAC today is equipped with 

18,000 vacuum tubes and weighs 30 tons, computers in the future 

may have only 1,000 vacuum tubes and perhaps weigh only 1½ tons.”

Source: Popular Mechanics, Wikipedia

The reality…



“Heavier-than-air flying

machines are 

impossible.”
- Lord Kelvin, President, Royal Society, 1895
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“A rocket will never be able to leave the Earth’s atmosphere.” 

NY Times, 1936

Source: http://listverse.com/2007/10/28/top-30-failed-technology-predictions/

The reality…

The V-2, in 1942, Sputnik in 1957, and many more…

Extrapolating the past…
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http://listverse.com/2007/10/28/top-30-failed-technology-predictions/


Source: American Heritage Magazine - http://www.americanheritage.com/articles/magazine/it/2007/3/2007_3_8.shtml

forecast actual

Mckinsey : US mobile subscribers
1986 forecast for 2012
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United States with 234 million subscribers

http://www.americanheritage.com/articles/magazine/it/2007/3/2007_3_8.shtml


One Billion China 

Mobile Subscribers 

by 2012



yesterday’s technology, tomorrow’s forecast

12

1980’s phone: year 2000 phone: 2012 phone:

500,000 available apps 
7bn+ apps downloaded



the folly of predictions: Tetlock study

hundreds of experts.
80,000+ “expert” forecasts & 20+ years

results: experts about the same accuracy
as dart-throwing monkeys

Source: http://www.newyorker.com/archive/2005/12/05/051205crbo_books1
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http://www.newyorker.com/archive/2005/12/05/051205crbo_books1


more?

16

Source: http://www.newyorker.com/archive/2005/12/05/051205crbo_books1

… specialists are not significantly 

more reliable than non-

specialists in guessing what is 

going to happen in the region 

they study…

http://www.newyorker.com/archive/2005/12/05/051205crbo_books1


why?

17

Source: http://www.newyorker.com/archive/2005/12/05/051205crbo_books1

“…. experts were much tougher in 

assessing the validity of information that 

undercut their theory than they were in 

crediting information that supported it.”
- Tetlock

http://www.newyorker.com/archive/2005/12/05/051205crbo_books1


The losing mentality…

Source: Wikipedia

“If I had thought about it, I wouldn't have done the 

experiment. The literature was full of examples that said 

you can't do this."

Spencer Silver on work that led to the unique 

adhesives for 3-M "Post-It" Notepads.
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10+

New Computing Cycle Characteristics
Computing Growth Drivers Over Time, 1960 –

2020E

Note: PC installed base reached 100MM in 1993, cellphone / Internet users reached 1B in 2002 / 2005 respectively; 
Source: ITU, Mark Lipacis, Morgan Stanley Research.
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The old don’t innovate – the new “create the future”

Mainframes
1960s

Personal 
Computing 

1980s
Computing 

1990s

Desktop InternetMobile Internet
Computing 

2000s

Mini 
Computing 

1970s

Note: Winners from 1950s to 1980s based on Fortune 500 rankings (revenue-based), desktop Internet
winners based on wealth created from 1995 to respective peak market capitalizations. Source: Factset,
Fortune, Morgan Stanley Research.

New 
Winners

Microsoft 
Cisco 
Intel 
Apple 
Oracle 
EMC
Dell 
Compaq

New 
Winners

Google 
AOL
eBay 
Yahoo!
Amazon.com

New 
Winners

Digital Equipment 
Data General
HP
Prime 
Computervision 
Wang Labs

New 
Winners

IBM 
NCR
Control Data 
Sperry 
Honeywell 
Burroughs

New 
Winners

Facebook 
Twitter
Apple (exception?) 
Google
??





"Cynics never do the impossible, achieve the 
improbable, take on the inadvisable.

Hope is only path to extraordinary success."

INSPIRATIONAL TWEET:



Did not exist 6 years ago!

Today: More than 300 million users
300 million tweets are posted each day

-140 characters that millions of people follow
-Can tell the mood of a nation – “Arab Spring”
-Creates an instantaneous backchannel
-Formation of a personal brand
-Promotes content



The nine dots problem
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Source: Amory Lovins, RMI



Standard nine dots solution

26

Source: Amory Lovins, RMI



Standard nine dots solution
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Source: Amory Lovins, RMI



But…how about just one line?

28

Source: Amory Lovins, RMI

Better: use just three lines



Geographer’s solution
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Source: Amory Lovins, RMI



Mechanical Engineer’s Solution
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Source: Amory Lovins, RMI



Wide line solution

31

Source: Amory Lovins, RMI



example: high oil prices

32

Standard solution: drill, baby, drill

Three line solution: cellulosic ethanol

One line solution: renewable crude oil



example: battery life

33

Standard solution: Make bigger batteries

One line solution: 10x more efficient “amped” wireless

3 line solution: low power wireless



…and

2004: Facebook

2006: Twitter

34

What else to come: 

Four Square….?

Sonar….?

2007: Iphone

2008: Smart grid

2011: Google +



32

Source: Clay Christenson “Untangling Skill and Luck” (7/15/2010); Michael Mauboussin, Legg Mason Capital Management; Steven Johnson

disruptive innovation & disruptors

Low-End 
Segment Strategy

Create a new 
market…

Amazon.com / 
Netflix…

Google / iPhone / iPad / 
Facebook Twitter…

Invent the marketDisrupt the market

…move up market 
with lower cost

New-
Consumption 

Strategy

Create a new 
experience

iPod / 
iTunes/Kindle/Netfllix 

Online

Invent by design

Re-invent 
Consumption 

Strategy

introduce a low-end 
loss leader…

a product that 
hasn’t existed

use design to re-
invent product



iPhone + Android Apps – fundamental disruption

Low-end Cameras/

MP3 players

GPS

Portable gaming 

Voice recorders

Translator/ 
dictionary

Iphone

36

Android

Existing static products…

Landline phone 

Standalone radio

Portable DVD

camcordMeruslti-function platform just first phase of disruption?Ipad



“The fine line separating the delusional 
from the visionaries amongst us is often 

not foresight, but rather hindsight.”

37

Ben Semel



"Those who dare to dream the dreams, 
and then are foolish enough to try to 

make those dreams come true."

dream the dreams…



How to Innovate

Tackle hard problems

Imagine what could be

Let technology lead market

Fail often, fail early, keep trying

Find the best people, who disagree with you



“extrapolation of the past”

vs.

“inventing the future”

40



Aliph

…another new applications platform

…wearable computing
41



square

“revolutionary point-of-sale system for all”

42



point source power

“Can $1M fuel cell technology become a $4 charger?”

43



Disruptive Innovation Exercise

•Form into teams of 4 or 5 each.

•Pick two items to discuss

•Describe what existing components can make this a reality!

1.Standard solution - Easiest
2.Two line solution – More out of the box thinking
3.One line solution- Completely out of the box thinking

1. $15,000 all-electric car with range of 200 miles per charge. How?

2. Imagine converting motion -- from auto traffic or pedestrians -- to 

electricity. How?

3. New technologies to unsnarl traffic. What would it look like?

4. The energy storage business will grow 10-fold over the next 20 years. How?

5. Space based power plants. How?

6. Electronic Wallet/Purse. What would it look like?

7. Spray-on solar cells

8. Wearable health monitors

9. Renewable water sources

10.Apple vs Android – Who will win and why?

11. Internet connected contact lens. – How?



The Weather Forecast …

45

Rate of change will 

accelerate…

Adaptability, agility & momentum are 

the key to success!

Fun, fortunes & failure will be in abundance

Innovation & entrepreneurship will thrive



Being Right is Insufficient

46

Be Wrong Be Right

Join 

Bandwagon

Be 

Contrarian
✗ ✔

✗ ✗



????????
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What’s next?

Low-end Cameras/

GPS

Portable gaming 

Voice recorders

Translator/ 
dictionary

Iphone

Android

Existing static products…

Landline phone 

Standalone radio

Portable DVD

Diffciacmcuorldtertso predict the future, Iwpadhen innovat?io??n????

MP3 plaiysersthe name of the game



sensors

medicine

NFC

privacy & authentication

payments

gadgets

Advertising/Commerce

steve jobs

personalization

Voice recognition

Everything everywhere

social

Anticipate needs (agents)

Read “wellness”

Group-sourced innovation 45



as surely as...

1985: NOT a PC in every home

1990: NO email for grandma

1995: NOT the internet

2000: NO pervasive mobile

2005: NO facebook / iphone

2008: NO Goldman/Morgan 

near bankruptcy?

2012+: reason for optimism 46





Three Key Messages:

1. Think differently!
2. Think Outside-The-Box!
3. Think BIG!



Two Key Realizations:

1. Students, Engineers, and other 
Professionals that understand the 3 Key 
Messages will have a great future in this 
industry!

2. CIE is one of the key tools in your new 
“toolbox” that will help you achieve and 
leverage the three messages!



to predict the future, 

invent it!

Alan Kay


